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Internship Assignment- MCCIA

Satavisha Natu <satavishan@mcciapune.com>
Mon 2020-10-26 13:34

To: nilofar agnihotri <nilofaragnihotri.bmcc@despune.org>
Dear Nilofar,
 
Thank you for wri�ng to us. Further to our earlier communica�on wanted to convey to you that, we need two
interns for a period of three months to help in the UNDP survey. In the current scenario the role will be tele-
calling and filling in Google sheets.
 
Depending on the �me available with them, we can give them addi�onal assignments. Experience Cer�ficate and
a s�pend of Rupees 2000/-  will be awarded for the complete project.
 
Synopsis of the current assignment is below.
  
Workforce Demand Mapping and COVID-19  Impact Survey
 
MCCIA, MASSIA, CMIA and Laghu Udyog Bhar� in collabora�on with UNDP have launched a Survey of
Maharashtra on the ‘Workforce Demand Mapping and Covid-19 Impact on MSMEs.  The MSME sector which
forms the backbone of the Indian economy has severely been affected due to the pandemic. As MSMEs are going
through the process of revival, the survey aims to understand the impact of Covid-19 in terms of its opera�ons,
loss of revenue, major challenges faced etc. The study also focuses to capture the manpower requirement of
organisa�ons with respect to the kind of labour needed (skilled, managerial technical etc), desired qualifica�ons,
experience etc.
 
Please let us know if any of the students will be interested in this project. I will connect them to the project owner
to take this further.
 
Thanks & regards,
 
Satavisha Natu
Deputy Director
MAHRATTA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INDUSTRIES AND AGRICULTURE,
5th Floor, A Wing, MCCIA Trade Tower, SLK ICC Complex,
Senapa� Bapat Road, Pune 411016.
Tel. : (M) 9850586619, (B) 020 - 25709000, (D) 020 - 2570 9132
www.mcciapune.com
 

 
Let's connect on:
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notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly
prohibited.Computer viruses can be transmitted through this email. The recipient should check this email and the attachments for
the presence of such viruses. No liability is accepted for any harm that may be caused to your systems or data by this message. The
Company reserves the right to monitor emails sent to or from addresses under its control.
 
 


